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Conductivity and power relation in an arc plasma 

with current var~ring from 2.25 A.to 4 A in a transverse mag

netic field (zero to 1660 G) have bsen measured by double 

probe method at a pressure of 0.075 torr. It is well kno"vvn 

when a magnetic field acts on a diccharge, various changes 

euch as an increaPe of equivalent presPure, a change of 

radial ion and electron density and a marked change in the 

voltage current chB.racterist.ics take place. Some amount of 

work, both theoretical and experinental has been done. 

Allen (1951) observed in case of ar. arc plasma placed in a 

tranPverse magnetic field that the current voltage characte

ristics show a slight negative gradient over a wide range of 

current (25 A to C30 A) wi thou.t magnetic field but became 

increasingly negative wi~h increase of magnetic field. 

Goldman and l'lhi te ( 1965) investigated the effect of magnetic 

field on arc r:tabili t:r and found that the field had. no stabi

lising effect on the discharge but it increases the arc 

voltage drop. The effect of a variable transverse magnetic 

field on the voltage current characteristics and ~ower 

relation in an arc nlasma (arc cur::·r-m t varying up to 2A) 
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has been investigated by Sen and Das (1973) and a detailed 

mathematical analysis has been provided to explain the 

observed re~ults. In 0rder to exte11d the investigation to 

higher arc currents than that inveptigated by Sen and Das 

( 1973) and to stuc:y the interaction of strong magnetic 

field with arc parameters, t'lJc pre:3ent inyestigation has 

been undertaken. 

EXPJ~RD.:IEW.i:A~ 8ET- UP 

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement 
•· 

has been shown in ~i{~· 7.1. l'he meapurement has been carried 

out in a mercury arc plasma produced within a cylindrical 

glass tube of inner radius 0.9 em and ,.rith two mercury pool 

electrodes 3So0 em apart. The arc is run on a d.c. source 

(250 volts) with regulating rheost:Lts in series. The back-

ground air pressure '.'li thin the s~rs-~em has been maintained 

at 0.075 torr. rrwo c~'lindricD.l tm1gsten wires of 0.014 em 

radius fitted in glaPG capsules wi·Dh a bare tip of 0.1 em. 

length and 6.6 em apart from each other have been placed at 

the axiR of the tube. Voltage, current and conductivity bet-

ween the two pr0bcs for four diffA~ent arc currents namely 

2.25, 2.5, 3.0 and 4.0 A in a trn.n:~verse magnetic field have 

been meaf'ured by high impedance !l'lear.uring meters. The magnetic 

field has been provided by an electromagnet energised by a 

stabilised power supply (type Er/I 20). The magnetic :'ield 

which has been varied from 0 to 1660 gauss has been calib-

rated (Ref. fig. 2.8) with a gauss meter (Model G 14). 
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Fig. 7·1. Schema1ic diagram of experimental set-up in a transverse magnetic field. 
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RESU~TS AND DIRCUSRIOIT 

The variation of curren_t a~d voltage in mercury 

arc plasma in a variable transverse magnetic field (O to 

1660 G) for arc currents (2.25 A, 2.5 A, 3A and 4 A) ha~e 

been investigated. The voltage for all valuen of arc current 

increases an~ the arc cu~rent it8elf decreases with the 

increar.e of the maL'11etic field. 11he power consumed in the 

arc (central region) which is tlle product of voltage drop 

across the arc and the corresponding arc current shows a 

maximum for valuer, of ma{:,'"netic field. which dep~nds on the 

arc currents. The variation of power across the arc with 

t::Jagnetic field :f,;or chfferent arc currents is shovm in 

Fie. 1.2. 

Besides the above set of experim~nts the conductivity 

of the arc plasma has been measured utilising a double probe 

placed in the central region of the positive column for the 

same values of magnetic field vn.riation and for the same 

variation of arc current. The values where (f 

and <JH are c0nductivi ties wi tho\.tt and with magnetic field 

have been plotted a{;ainst tr:e corr•O!sponding values of magne-

tic field for di~ferent initial arc currents in Fig. 7.3. It 

is evi(J_en t fr0m the nature of curves (Fig. 7. 3) which are 

straight lines that the vari.o.tion o:,f r:J"/uH v1i th magnetic 

fie~~ can be r~prerented by an expresPion of the type 

Orf = (f exp (-a.-H) 
( 7 "1 ) 
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Fig. 7·2.. Variation of output power with magnetic field for different 

values of arc current. A=2·25A,B=Z·SA,C=3·0A&D=4·0A. 
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Fig. 7·3. Variation of log <f/uH with magnetic field . 

A = 2 · 25 A , B = 2:5 A , C = 3 -0 A & D = 4 · 0 A . 
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where 'a' is conAtant. Comparing with Bec}:man' s (1948) 

expresrion an ~odified by Sen and Gupta (1071) it is evi-

der, t that 

a -
( 7. 2) 

where E io the voltage drop per 1mit length of the arc, 

c1 = ( e/m li/u')O )2 where L ~- B the mean. free path of 

the electron in tte can at a prepsu.re of 1 .o torr, "? 
is the random velocity, T is the electron temperature, e 

K is the Boltzmann constant and -r is the radius for unit 

erosE" section a:r;;ou..YJ.d· the axis of tJ:e ,arc. Taking E = 1.5V/cm 

as G:Jenpured, Te = 25000°K (Kerelina,1~142) and p = 0.075 torr, 

it is :pOf'::".ible to calculate C1 fer different discharge 

currents as the va].ue of ''a" can be obtained from :!i'ig.7.3. 

The rePults are presented in Table 7e1. 

Arc current 
_/i-

2.25 

2.50 

3.00 

4.00 

Table . .LJ.. 

a x 

5 .11 'i' 

~ 7'3[). ,; 

2 0 0 '3 '~i 

1 • 6 5 (~. 

c1 X 1 o6 

-l ---

'3.767 

2.004 

0. 5946 

0.3961 

I 
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The values of c1 are consistent with the values 

obtained earlier by Sen and Das (1973). 

To explBin the variation of rJo1.ver wi tb magnetic field 

we have utiliBed the e~uatinn deduced by Sen an~ Das (1973). 

There it vras asru.med that the applic8_ti"on ·of ·the mae;netic 

fielc3• chRnges the electr0n ·te!".l'lneratu.re, axial field and radial 

electron density. They deduced that 

1 

where TeH - electron temperature in presence of 

tran~ve~se magnetic field . 

vi the ionisation potential of the gas 

P the pressure 

H magnetic field. 

(7.3) 

From experimrmtal evidence it is J.:::nrn1m that TeH/Te .(_ 1 

and ~or values of TeH not much different from Te 

or 

(7.4) 
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vth ere 2Te 
Te + 2ev1.. 

K. 

·with the help of eqn. (7.4) sen and Dar. (1973) deduced expre-

ssionr: :_n rnacnetic fielr for arc current as ·well as arc 

voltage as follows: 

and 

k
I 

e,xp(-o..H) 

. . 
repreRent tte power with and 

wi thou.t the ma{;netic field, we have 

W H - e.xp (-cu-t) w 

Iviaxirnising NH with respect to H 

= 0 

Tte term Y~dj[\+C1 (Hlp'LJ] can be neglected in 

(7 .. 5) 

(7.6) 
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com pari non to u..rli t~,. Hence 

or II """ ma.A. 
2.c:t. 

( 7. 7) 

where Hmax is tLe magnetic fielc. at which the power 

cqn8umed becomes a oaxirnum. Takinf; the values of "a''arid r. 1 

from Table 7o1 the values of H . ma:x. 

and ref:'ul ts en t"ered in Table 7.2. 

I'able 7 .2, 

- - - -·-

have been calculated 

- - - - - - -
I 

'V 10 3 : c
1

x103 
I 

J...rc curren it a X Hmax I H max 

-

A I (expt) 
- - ·- - - - - -- - - -

2.25 0 • 1 f.W7 5.117 3.767 196.5 146 

2o50 0.1887- 3o733 2.004 283.1 275 

3.00 0.12-87 2.033 0.5946 520.2 760 

4.00 o .1 ecn 1 • 6 59 0.3961 637.5 1310 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- ·-- - - -- - - - -

The re:Jul ts tl~ ere fore incli cate ·that the agreement is 

qui -':;e satisfactor~r for smaller valuer- of magnetic field, but 

discrepancy arises for higher magr1etic fil~ld values. Rimilar 
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ref'ult8 were alr:o 0btnined in the earlier work by Sen and 

Das (1973). ~he di2agreement obperveG for higher values 

of current and macnetic fiel~ may be attributed to the 

fact that the e~fect of magnetic field .. on· the motion of 

the electron ir: ..Linear for srJaller vn.J...ueiJ of magnetic field 

but involves squares and higher powers of magnetic field 

when it iP hich (sc~n anG. Gu:9ta, 1Cf71) and equation (7.7) 

has been ~educed on the assumption that the magnetic 

fielcl ir-: small anC: terms involving higher powers. of mag

netic field have not been taken in·to conAideration. It 

is expected that when higher power terms are also consi

dered better ag"reem en t will result. 
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Schematic c~iagram of experimental· setup 

Variation of output power with magnetic 

field for different values of arc current 

A= 2.25 A 

B = 2o5 A 

C = 3.0 A 

D = 4 oO A 

Variation 
.· 

of Log rJf(rn 
rnar;neti c field 

A = 2.25 A 

B = 2.5 A 

c = 3.0 A 

D = 4.0 A 

with 


